
Studio Estates Home Owners Association 

Meeting Minutes 

December 2, 2017 

Opening 
The regular meeting of the Studio Estates Home Owners Association was called to order 
at 9:02am on December 2, 2017 in the Studio Estates office building conference center by 
Mary Hernandez. 

Present 
Shalana Poole; Byron Albright; Dorothy Barfield; Mary Hernandez; Chris Hernandez; 
Carolina Radicke 

Approval of Minutes 
The previous meeting minutes were distributed by Mary via on the HOA website. No 
changes were required to the meetings and were approved as submitted. Subsequent 
meeting minutes will be distributed electronically and approved electronically prior to 
next meeting. 

Open Issues 
CPA: Mary met with Bree on November 30th and was able to get financial data 
uploaded into the financial tracking/monitoring tool called Xero.  Currently it cost 
$1/month to maintain this tool, then will change to $12/month after one year.  
Bree suggest that we start here as this tool is simple and suited for what our HOA 
needs.  She will be able to interface with Mary throughout the year with this tool.  
Mary is doing a cost and use analysis for using Xero vs. QuickBooks.  She will 
use which ever tool is easier for her and cost effective in the long run.  It was 
suggested to just go ahead and start using QuickBooks now instead of starting on 
one platform then changing to another later on, potentially duplicating efforts.  If 
he analysis isn’t completed soon, then recommend to start using Xero until 
QuickBooks is available or cost efficient. 

Parental Supervision: As per previous discussion concerning children safety, it 
is recommended that parents supervise their children while they are playing in the 
street (i.e. using the four-wheeler). 



Area Maintenance: David Cuddy is recommending to use high school kids to 
maintain the neighborhood and is proposing to ask the person that has the cattle, 
Hector, to help as well.  This is in efforts to reduce the cost of the HOA.  As a 
consensus of everyone in attendance, the better option is to continue using the 
Green Dude, especially due to potential liability concerns, professionalism, and 
quality.  All home owners are responsible for maintaining their property, including 
those that are rented.  We will have to start imposing a fine or something to those 
that are not abiding by those guidelines.  The first reminder letter should go out as 
discussed in previous meetings.  

Budget: The budget was reviewed line by line. It was agreed to adjust the budget 
as described: 

• Increase Tax Service to $450 so that we can accommodate to tax software 
updates or other unexpected expense throughout the year. 

• Increase Office Supplies to $300 to accommodate for printer ink and paper 
and misc. 

• Remove the Pool from the budget and go to a pay as needed model.  Mary 
is getting the cost of using the pool/facility from the person who rented the 
entire Clubhouse for the next two years.  It was a concern that 
homeowners would be paying for the maintenance of the area and not able 
to use it due to the potentially decreased availability of the facility. 

New Business 
Gate/Camera: They are getting quotes from gate companies to get the gate 
repaired.  The reputation in that industry is that it is difficult to get a gate 
company to respond because of limited time constraints.  Mary has been calling 
someone every day to get some bids/assistance.  She will keep up updated.  Also, 
she has requested access to the cameras on the gate.  The cost to maintain the 
cameras is included in the budget under the Gate category. 

Security: David has someone who occasionally patrols the neighborhood for 
safety.  We would like to at least know the name and type of vehicle so that we 
can be aware of their presence. 

Adjournment 



Meeting was adjourned at 10:09 by Byron Albright and second by Mary Hernandez. We 
will be going to quarterly meetings starting in 2018 

Minutes submitted by: Shalana Poole 

Approved by: Electronically


